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Abstract. This paper introduces a new compiler optimization called
with-loop-folding. It is based on a special loop construct, the withloop, which in the functional language Sac (for Single Assignment C)
serves as a versatile vehicle to describe array operations on an elementwise basis. A general mechanism for combining two of these with-loops
into a single loop construct is presented. This mechanism constitutes
a powerful tool when it comes to generate efficiently executable code
from high-level array specifications. By means of a few examples it is
shown that even complex nestings of array operations similar to those
available in Apl can be transformed into single loop operations which are
similar to hand-optimized with-loop specifications. As a consequence,
the way a complex array operation is combined from primitive array
operations does not affect the runtime performance of the compiled code,
i.e., the programmer is liberated from the burden to take performance
considerations into account when specifying complex array operations.
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Introduction

The suitability of functional languages for numerical applications critically depends on the compilation of array operations into efficiently executable code. In
the context of lazy functional languages, e.g. Haskell[HAB+ 95] or Clean[PvE95],
it seems to turn out that this can only be achieved with strict arrays and if
single threading for most of the array operations can be guaranteed statically
[HSB97,Ser97]. Whereas the former restriction in most cases does not affect the
style of programming, the latter requires the programmer to make opportunities for destructive array updates explicit to the compiler by the introduction of
uniqueness types [SBvEP93] or state monads [LP94].
In contrast to lazy languages, Sisal[MSA+ 85] demonstrates that strict languages can be compiled into efficiently executable code without forcing the programmer to think about single threading of array operations [Can92]. However,
Sisal allows for low-level specifications only. Neither the expressive power of
polymorphism, higher-order functions, and partial applications nor any highlevel array operations are supported. As a consequence, despite a new syntax

Sisal offers few benefits in terms of expressiveness when compared with imperative languages, e.g. Fortran[Weh85] or C[KR90].
The development of the strict functional language Sac[Sch96] constitutes
a different approach. Although Sac as well does not yet support higher-order
functions nor partial applications it differs from Sisal in three respects. Most
important, Sac offers substantial support for the specification of high-level array operations, i.e., it provides array operations similar to those available in
Apl[Ive62] as well as a special loop construct, the with-loop, which allows array operations to be specified element-wise. All of these language constructs are
designed to facilitate the specification of array operations that can be applied to
arrays of arbitrary dimensionalities and shapes. Furthermore, the syntax of Sac
sticks as close as possible to that of C which does not only facilitate the compilation process but might also increase the acceptance of Sac by programmers
that are used to program in C. Last but not least, Sac provides states, statemodifications, and I/O-operations [GS95] which are incorporated safely into the
functional framework by means of uniqueness typing [SBvEP93].
The Sac compiler is supported by a type inference system based on a hierarchy of array types which allows dimension-independent Sac specifications to
be specialized to shape-specific C programs. Although this concept leads to code
which can be executed very efficiently in terms of runtime and space consumption
[Sch97], the compilation of array operations in the current compiler version is
still implemented straightforwardly. Each array operation is compiled into a separate piece of code, i.e., nestings of array operations are broken up into sequences
of single array operations by the introduction of temporary arrays. Since there
is no optimization between two or several consecutive array operations, the way
a complex array operation is composed from the language constructs available
has a strong influence on the code generated. Different specifications lead to the
introduction of different temporary arrays and thus to different runtime overheads. Redundancies within consecutive array operations are not detected and
thus have a direct impact on runtimes as well. As a consequence, the programmer has to know about the implementation when it comes to writing programs
that can be compiled to efficiently executable code. Since this runs counter to
the idea of functional programming, which is to liberate the programmer from
low level concerns, an optimization is needed that tries to eliminate temporary
arrays as well as redundancies of consecutive array operations whenever possible.
The basic idea is to use with-loops as a universal representation for array
operations and to develop a general transformation scheme which allows to transform two consecutive with-loops into a single one. With this mechanism, called
with-loop-folding, any nesting of primitive array operations can be transformed
stepwise into a single loop construct which contains an element-wise specification
of the resulting array.
The consequences of this optimization are far-reaching:
– The code generated for any complex array operation specified in Sac becomes invariant against the way it is composed from more primitive opera-

tions, i.e., the programmer is not concerned with the low level details any
more.
– In combination with the application of other, well-known optimizations (e.g.
constant-folding, loop unrolling, etc.) most of the redundancies which would
result from a straightforward compilation can be eliminated.
– All primitive array operations of Sac that are similar to those available
in Apl can be defined through with-loops and are implemented via the
standard library rather than by the compiler itself. The only array operation
implemented by the compiler is the with-loop.
– Since the primitive array operations are defined in the standard library, they
can be adjusted to the programmers needs easily.
The paper is organized as follows: While the following section gives a short
introduction into the basic language concepts of Sac, Section 3 presents the basic
with-loop-folding mechanism. An extended example is discussed in Section 4.
It demonstrates nicely how even complex nestings of array operations can be
folded into a simple loop construct. Some implementation issues are discussed
in Section 5. These include some restrictions which are imposed on with-loopfolding in order to guarantee its statical applicability as well as some performance
considerations. Section 6 points out the relationship of with-loop-folding to
other optimization techniques. Some concluding remarks finally can be found in
Section 7.
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Sac - a Short Introduction

Sac is a strict, purely functional language whose syntax in large parts is identical
to that of C. In fact, Sac may be considered a functional subset of C extended
by high-level array operations which may be specified in a shape-invariant form.
It differs from C proper mainly in that
– it rules out global variables and pointers to keep functions free of side-effects,
– it supports multiple return values for user-defined functions, as in many
dataflow languages [AGP78,AD79,BCOF91],
– it supports high-level array operations, and
– programs need not to be fully typed.
With these restrictions / enhancements of C a transformation of Sac programs into an applied λ-calculus can easily be defined. The basic idea for doing so
is to map sequences of assignments that constitute function bodies into nestings
of let-expressions with the return-expressions being transformed into the innermost goal expressions. Loops and if-then-else statements are transformed
into (local) letrec- expressions and conditionals respectively. For details see
[Sch96].
An array in Sac is represented by a shape vector which specifies the number
of elements per axis, and by a data vector which lists all entries of the array.


123
has shape vector [2, 3] and data vector
456
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The set of legitimate indices can be directly inferred from the
shape vector as
For instance, a 2 × 3 matrix



{[i1 , i2 ] | 0 ≤ i1 < 2,

0 ≤ i2 < 3}

where [i1 , i2 ] refers to the position (i1 ∗ 3 + i2 ) of the data vector. Generally,
arrays are specified as expressions of the form
reshape( shape vector, data vector )
where shape vector and data vector are specified as lists of elements enclosed in
square-shaped brackets. Since 1-dimensional arrays are in fact vectors, they can
be abbreviated as
[v1 , ..., vn ] ≡ reshape([n], [v1 , ..., vn ])
.
Several primitive array operations similar to those in Apl, e.g. dim and shape
for array inspection, take, drop, cat, and rotate for array manipulation, and
psi for array element / subarray selection, are made available. For a formal
definition of these see [Sch96,Sch97].
All these operations have in common that they, in one way or another, affect
all elements of the argument array(s) in the same way. To have a more versatile
language construct at hands which allows to specify array operations dimension
independently on arbitrary index ranges, Sac also supports so called with-loops.
They are similar to array comprehensions as known from Haskell or Clean
as well as to the for-loops in Sisal.
The syntax of with-loops1 is outlined in Fig. 1. Basically, they consist of
W ithExpr

⇒ with

Generator

⇒ Expr <= Identif ier <= Expr

Operation

⇒

ConExpr

⇒ genarray
| modarray

[

( Generator ) Operation

{ LocalDeclarations }

] ConExpr

( Expr , Expr )
( Expr , Expr , Expr )

Fig. 1. with-loops in Sac.

two parts: a generator part and an operation part. The generator part defines
lower and upper bounds for a set of index vectors and an ’index variable’ which
represents a vector of this set. The operation part specifies the operation to
be performed on each element of the index vector set. Two different kinds of
operation parts for the generation of arrays are available in Sac (see ConExpr
in Fig. 1). Their functionality is defined as follows:
1

Actually, only a restricted form of the with-loops in Sac is presented here which suffices to explain the with-loop-folding mechanism. An extension to the full-featured
with-loops is straightforward and will not be further addressed.

Let shp and idx denote Sac-expressions that evaluate to vectors, let array
denote a Sac-expression that evaluates to an array, and let expr denote an
arbitrary Sac-expression. Then
– genarray( shp, expr) generates an array of shape shp whose elements are
the values of expr for all index vectors from the specified set, and 0 otherwise;
– modarray( array, idx, expr) returns an array of shape shape( array)
whose elements are the values of expr for all index vectors from the specified
set, and the values of array[ idx] at all other index positions.
To increase program readability, local variable declarations may precede the
operation part of a with-loop. They allow for the abstraction of (complex)
subexpressions from the operation part.

3

Folding With-Loops

The key idea of with-loop-folding is to provide a universal mechanism that transforms functional compositions of array operations into single array operations
which realize the functional composition on an element-wise basis. This avoids
the creation of temporary arrays as well as redundancies within consecutive operations. Since most of the primitive array operations of Sac can be specified
as with-loops the folding scheme not only can be applied to user-defined withloops but serves as tool for the optimization of nested primitive array operations
as well.
The most basic situation for such a transformation is the composition of two
with-loops which simply map functions f and g to all elements of an array. From
the well known fact that map f ◦ map g ≡ map ( f ◦ g) we directly obtain:
Let A be an array of arbitrary shape with elements of type τ and let f and g
be functions of type τ → τ . Then
{...
B = with( 0*shape(A) <=
modarray( A, i_vec,
C = with( 0*shape(B) <=
modarray( B, j_vec,
...}

i_vec <= shape(A)-1)
f( A[i_vec] ));
j_vec <= shape(B)-1)
g( B[j_vec] ));

can be substituted by
{...
C = with( 0*shape(A) <= j_vec <= shape(A)-1)
modarray( A, j_vec, g( f( A[j_vec] ) ));
...}

provided that B is not referenced anywhere else in the program which can be
checked statically since the scope of B is well defined (for details see [Sch96]).

However, as soon as the with-loop is used in a more general fashion the transformation scheme becomes more complicated since it does not correspond to a
simple mapping function anymore. In the following we want to generalize the
above scheme in three respects:
1. the with-loops to be folded may have non-identical index sets in their generator parts;
2. the second with-loop may contain several references to the array defined by
the first one;
3. the access(es) to the array defined by the first with-loop may be non-local,
i.e., instead of B[j vec] expressions of the form B[I op(j vec)] are allowed
where I op projects index vectors to index vectors.
An example that covers all these aspects and therefore will be referred to
throughout the whole section is the piece of a Sac program given in the upper
part of Fig.2. It consists of two with-loops which successively compute vectors B
{...
B = with( [0]<= i_vec <= [39])
modarray( A, i_vec, A[i_vec] + 3);
C = with( [20]<= j_vec <= [79])
modarray( B, j_vec, B[j_vec] + B[j_vec - [10]]);
... }
[0]
B =

[40]
A[i vec] + 3

[0]
C =

[80]
A[i vec]

[20]
B[j vec]

[80]
B[j vec] + B[j vec-[10]]

Fig. 2. Two successive with-loops with overlaping index ranges and multiple references.

and C from a given vector A. Each of these vectors consists of 80 integer numbers.
While the first with-loop defines B to differ from A in that the first 40 elements
are increased by 3, the second with-loop defines C to differ from B in that the
last 60 elements of C are computed as the sum of two elements of B, the actual
one and the one that is located at the actual index position minus 10.
A graphical representation of these with-loops is given in the lower part of
Fig.2: Each horizontal bar represents all elements of the vector named to the
left of it. The index vectors on top of the bars indicate the positions of the
respective elements within the bars. The Sac expressions annotated in the bars
define how the vector elements are computed from the elements of other vectors.
Since different computations are required in different index vector ranges the
bars are divided up by vertical lines accordingly.

Instead of first computing B from A then C from B, the array C can be computed from the array A directly. This operation requires four index ranges of C
to be treated differently, as depicted in Fig.3.

[0]

[40]

B =

[80]

A[i vec] + 3
[0]

[20]
B[j vec]

C =

A[i vec]
[80]
B[j vec] + B[j vec-[10]]
⇓

[0]
C =

[20]

[40]

s

s

A[j vec] + 3

[50]

[80]

s
- A[j vec] + A[j vec-[10]]

- A[j vec] + (A[j vec-[10]] + 3)
- (A[j vec] + 3) + (A[j vec-[10]] + 3)
Fig. 3. Substituting two successive array modifications by a single one.

Due to the four index ranges whose array elements have to be treated differently the resulting operation cannot be expressed by a single with-loop. Therefore, at least at the level of compilation, a more general version of with-loops
has to be introduced. It generalizes the possibility to specify a single operation
on a subset of array indices in that it allows different operations on arbitrary
partitions of array indices to be specified. Throughout this paper the following
notation will be used to denote such internal with-loop representations:
Let S denote the set of legal indices for an array of shape [s1 , ..., sn ],
i.e., S := { [i1 , ..., in ] | ∀j ∈ {1, ..., n} 0 ≤ ij < sj }. Furthermore, let
IV1 , ..., IVm be a partition of S and let Op1 ( i vec), ..., Opm ( i vec)
be expressions that evaluate to data structures of type τ if i vec ∈ S. Then
A = internal with( i vec) {
IV1 : Op1 ( i vec)
.
.
.
.
.
.
IVm : Opm ( i vec)
}
defines an array A of shape [s1 , ..., sn ] with element type τ where
A[i vec] := Opj ( i vec) ⇔ i vec ∈ IVj .

2

With this notation at hands, our example problem can be specified as follows:
2

Note, that A is well defined since IV1 , ..., IVm is a partition of S

Find a transformation scheme which transforms
B = internal with( i vec) {
[0]→[39] : A[i vec] + 3
[40]→[79] : A[i vec]
}
C = internal with( j vec) {
[0]→[19] : B[j vec]
[20]→[79] : B[j vec] + B[j vec - [10]]
}

into
C = internal with( j vec) {
[0]→[19] : A[j vec] + 3
[20]→[39] : (A[j vec] + 3) + (A[j vec - [10]] + 3)
[40]→[49] : A[j vec] + (A[j vec - [10]] + 3)
[50]→[79] : A[j vec] + A[j vec - [10]]
}

where [from1 , ..., fromn ]→[to1 , ..., ton ] denotes the set of index vectors {[i1 , ..., in ] | ∀j∈ {1, ..., n} : fromj ≤ ij ≤ toj }.
The basic idea to a general solution is to formulate a scheme which stepwise
replaces all references to ”temporary arrays” (the array B in our example) by
their definitions. Once all references to a temporary array are replaced, the withloop by which it is defined does not contribute to the program’s result anymore
and thus can be eliminated.
The central rule which defines the replacement of array references by their
definitions is specified in Fig.4. For an application of the rule, it is anticipated
that all with-loops have been replaced by equivalent internal with-loop constructs beforehand. The upper part of Fig.4 shows the most general situation
in which a replacement can be made: two array definitions are given within one
scope (e.g. a function body) whose second one refers to (an) element(s) of the
first one. For the sake of generality it is assumed that the first array, named A,
is defined by m expressions Op1,1 (i vec), ..., Op1,m (i vec) on m disjoint sets
of index vectors IV1,1 , ..., IV1,m , and that the second array B is defined by n
expressions Op2,1 (j vec), ..., Op2,n (j vec) on sets of index vectors IV2,1 , ...,
IV2,n . Furthermore, we assume that Op2,i (j vec) is an expression that contains
a subexpression A[ I op( j vec)] as indicated by a . . .A[ I op( j vec)]. . . `.
If A[ I op( j vec)] is to be replaced by parts of the definition of A, it has to
be determined to which element of A the index vector I op(j vec) refers. Since
these index vectors, in general, may be spread over the whole array A, the set
of index vectors IV2,i has to be divided up into sets IV2,i,1 , ..., IV2,i,m with
respective expressions Op2,i,1 (j vec), ..., Op2,i,m (j vec) where each expression
Op2,i,j (j vec) is derived from Op2,i (j vec) by replacing A[ I op( j vec)] by
Op1,j (I op( j vec)) as specified in Fig.4.
Applying this transformation rule to our example problem we get a sequence
of program transformations as shown in Fig.5. Starting out from the two given

{ ...
A = internal with( i vec) {
IV1,1 : Op1,1 ( i vec)
.
.
.
.
.
.
IV1,m : Op1,m ( i vec)
}
...
B = internal with( j vec) {
IV2,1 : Op2,1 ( j vec)
.
.
.
.
.
.
IV2,i : Op2,i ( j vec)=a . . .A[ I op( j vec)]. . . `
.
.
.
.
.
.
IV2,n : Op2,n ( j vec)
}
...}
⇓
{ ...
A = internal with( i vec) {
IV1,1 : Op1,1 ( i vec)
.
.
.
.
.
.
IV1,m : Op1,m ( i vec)
}
...
B = internal with( j vec) {
IV2,1 : Op2,1 ( j vec)
.
.
.
.
.
.
IV2,i,1 : Op2,i,1 ( j vec)=a . . .Op1,1 ( I op( j vec)). . . `
.
.
.
.
.
.
IV2,i,m : Op2,i,m ( j vec)=a . . .Op1,m ( I op( j vec)). . . `
.
.
.
.
.
.
IV2,n : Op2,n ( j vec)
}
...}
with IV2,i,1 := { j vec | j vec ∈ IV2,i ∧ I op( j vec) ∈ IV1,1 }
.
.
.
.
.
.
IV2,i,m := { j vec | j vec ∈ IV2,i ∧ I op( j vec) ∈ IV1,m }
Fig. 4. Single with-loop-folding step.

B = internal with( i vec) {
[0]→[39] : A[i vec] + 3
[40]→[79] : A[i vec]
}
C = internal with( j vec) {
[0]→[19] : B[j vec]
[20]→[79] : B[j vec] + B[j vec - [10]]
}

(a)

⇓
C = internal with( j vec) {
[0]→[19] : A[j vec] + 3
[20]→[79] : B[j vec] + B[j vec - [10]]
}

(b)

⇓
C = internal with( j vec) {
[0]→[19] : A[j vec] + 3
[20]→[39] : (A[j vec] + 3) + B[j vec - [10]]
[40]→[79] : A[j vec] + B[j vec - [10]]
}

(c)

⇓
C = internal with( j vec) {
[0]→[19] : A[j vec] + 3
[20]→[39] : (A[j vec] + 3) + (A[j vec - [10]] + 3)
[40]→[79] : A[j vec] + B[j vec - [10]]
}

(d)

⇓
C = internal with( j vec) {
[0]→[19] : A[j vec] + 3
[20]→[39] : (A[j vec] + 3) + (A[j vec - [10]] + 3)
[40]→[49] : A[j vec] + (A[j vec - [10]] + 3)
[50]→[79] : A[j vec] + A[j vec - [10]]
}

(e)

Fig. 5. Stepwise with-loop-folding at the example presented in Fig.3

with-loops in internal representation (Fig.5(a)), a stepwise transformation of
the second with-loop construct is presented until the final version in Fig.5(e) is
reached which does not contain any references to the array B anymore. Each of
these steps results from a single application of the with-loop-folding rule from
Fig.4; the references to B which are to be replaced in the next transformation
step in each of the intermediate forms Fig.5(a) to Fig.5(d) are marked by boxes
which surround them.

4

Simplifying Nestings of Apl-like Operations

As mentioned in the previous section, with-loop-folding is not solely ment for
the optimization of user defined with-loops but as a universal tool for the optimization of nested primitive array operations as well. This requires all, or at least
most, of the primitive array operations to be defined in terms of with-loops.
At this point, one of the major design principles for with-loops in Sac,
namely to support the specification of shape-invariant array operations, pays
off. It turns out that all primitive array operations of Sac can be defined as
with-loops within a standard library rather than being implemented as part of
the compiler. As an example, the definitions for take, and rotate are given in
Fig.6.
inline double[] take( int[] new_shp, double[] A)
{
B = with ( 0*new_shp <= i_vec <= new_shp-1)
genarray( new_shp, A[i_vec]);
return(B);
}
inline double[] rotate( int dim, int num, double[] A)
{
max_rotate = shape(A)[[dim]];
num = num % max_rotate;
if( num < 0)
num = num + max_rotate;
offset = modarray( 0*shape(A), [dim], num);
slice_shp = modarray( shape(A), [dim], num);
B = with ( offset <= i_vec <= shape(A)-1)
modarray( A, i_vec, A[i_vec-offset]);
B = with ( 0*slice_shp <= i_vec <= slice_shp-1)
modarray( B, i_vec, A[shape(A)-slice_shp+i_vec]);
return(B);
}
Fig. 6. Library definitions of take and rotate.

take expects two arguments, a vector new shape and an array A, where
new shape indicates the number of elements to be selected from the ”upper left
corner” of A. While this operation can easily be specified as a single with-loop
that simply copies the requested elements from A, the definition of rotate is a
bit more complex.
rotate expects three arguments: two integer numbers dim and num, and an
array A, whose elements are to be rotated num positions along the axis dim. In
order to avoid modulo operations for the computation of each element of the
resulting array B, two different offsets to the index vectors i vec are computed:
one for those elements which have to be copied from positions with lower index vectors to positions with higher index vectors (offset) and another one

(shape(A)-slice shp) for those elements that have to be copied from positions
with higher index vectors to positions with lower index vectors. The usage of two
different offsets on two disjoint ranges of index vectors leads to the specification
of two consecutive with-loops.
With these definitions at hands, even rather complex nestings of primitive
array operations can be transformed into sequences of with-loops which subsequently can be folded into single loop constructs. To illustrate this, the transformation of a simplified version of two-dimensional Jacobi relaxation [Bra96] is
outlined in the remainder of this section. Given a two-dimensional array A with
shape [m,n] all inner elements, i.e., all those elements with non-maximal and
non-minimal index components, have to be replaced by the sums of their respective neighbor elements. Although this algorithm could be specified elegantly
by a single with-loop, we want to examine an artificially complex specification
that uses the primitive array operations of Sac only in order to illustrate the
strengths of with-loop-folding in the context of these operations:
double[] relax( double[] A)
{
m = psi( [0], shape(A));
n = psi( [1], shape(A));
B = rotate( 0, 1, A) + rotate( 0, -1, A)
+ rotate( 1, 1, A) + rotate( 1, -1, A);
upper_A
lower_A
left_A
right_A
inner_B

=
=
=
=
=

take(
drop(
drop(
take(
take(

[1,n], A);
[m-1,0], A);
[1,0], take( [m-1,1], A));
[m-2,1], drop( [1,n-1], A));
[m-2,n-2], drop( [1,1], B));

middle = cat( 1, left_A, cat( 1, inner_B, right_A));
result = cat( 0, upper_A, cat( 0, middle, lower_A));
return(result);
}

.

The key idea of this piece of Sac-program is to specify the summation of
neighbor elements as the summation of rotated arrays. Since in the resulting
array B the boundary elements are modified as well, these elements have to be
replaced by those of the initial array A. This is done by first cutting off the
first row of A (upper A), the last row of A (lower A), the first and last column
of the inner rows of A (left A and right A respectively), as well as the inner
elements of B. Subsequently, these vectors/arrays are re-combined by successive
catenation operations.
Due to the complexity of this example, we want to focus on the transformation of the nesting of array operations that specifies the computation of the array
B first. Before an inlining of the function applications of rotate takes place, the
nesting of array additions is transformed into a sequence of assignments whose
right hand sides only consist of one array operation each, i.e.,

{ ...
B = rotate( 0, 1, A) + rotate( 0, -1, A)
+ rotate( 1, 1, A) + rotate( 1, -1, A);
... }

is transformed into
{ ...
tmp0
tmp1
tmp2
tmp3
tmp4
tmp5
B
...

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
}

rotate( 0, 1, A);
rotate( 0, -1, A);
tmp0 + tmp1;
rotate( 1, 1, A);
tmp2 + tmp3;
rotate( 1, -1, A);
tmp4 + tmp5;
.

After the complete program is transformed in a similar way, standard optimizations e.g. function inlining, constant folding, constant propagation or variable propagation (for surveys see [ASU86,BGS94,PW86,Wol95,ZC91]) are applied, which introduce several with-loops into our example. For the inlined version of the first application of the function rotate we obtain:
{ ...
tmp0_B = with ( [1,0] <= i_vec <= shape(A)-1)
modarray( A, i_vec, A[i_vec-[1,0]]);
tmp0 = with ( [0,0] <= i_vec <= [0,n-1])
modarray( tmp0_B, i_vec, A[[m-1,0]+i_vec]);
... }

.

Transforming the with-loops into internal representations yields:
{ ...
tmp0 B = internal with( i vec) {
[0,0]→[0,n-1] : A[i vec]
[1,0]→[m-1,n-1] : A[i vec-[1,0]]
}
tmp0 = internal with( i vec) {
[0,0]→[0,n-1] : A[[m-1,0]+i vec]
[1,0]→[m-1,n-1] : tmp0 B[i vec]
}
... }

.

To these two with-loops the folding mechanism from Section 3 can be applied,
which leads to the elimination of array tmp0 B:
{ ...
tmp0 = internal with( i vec) {
[0,0]→[0,n-1] : A[[m-1,0]+i vec]
[1,0]→[m-1,n-1] : A[i vec-[1,0]]
}
... }

.

Likewise, we obtain for the next application of rotate as well as for the application of + to the two intermediates tmp0 and tmp1:
{ ...
tmp0 = internal with( i vec) {
[0,0]→[0,n-1] : A[[m-1,0]+i vec]
[1,0]→[m-1,n-1] : A[i vec-[1,0]]
}
tmp1 = internal with( i vec) {
[0,0]→[m-2,n-1] : A[[1,0]+i vec]
[m-1,0]→[m-1,n-1] : A[i vec-[m-1,0]]
}
tmp2 = internal with( i vec) {
[0,0]→[m-1,n-1] : tmp0[i vec]+tmp1[i vec]
}
... }

.

This sequence of with-loops again allows for the application of with-loopfolding. As a consequence, the temporary arrays tmp0 and tmp1 are of no further
use and the specification of the loop construct which defines tmp2 is split up into
three disjoint ranges of index vectors: the left column, all inner columns , and
the right column.
{ ...
tmp2 = internal with( i vec) {
[0,0]→[0,n-1]
: A[[m-1,0]+i vec] + A[[1,0]+i vec]
[1,0]→[m-2,n-1] : A[i vec-[1,0]] + A[[1,0]+i vec]
[m-1,0]→[m-1,n-1] : A[i vec-[1,0]] + A[i vec-[m-1,0]]
}
...

}

Applying these optimizations further, we obtain for the generation of B a
single loop construct with nine disjoint sets of array elements to be computed
differently.
Similarly, the other temporary arrays specified explicitly in the function
relax can be folded into single with-loops, e.g.
{ ...
inner_B = take( [m-2,n-2], drop( [1,1], B));
... }

is transformed into
{ ...
inner B = internal with( i vec) {
[0,0]→[m-3,n-3] : B[i vec+[1,1]]
}
...

}

.

which finally leads to a single with-loop that implements the entire relaxation
step:

double[] relax( double[] A)
{
m = psi( [0], shape(A));
n = psi( [1], shape(A));
result = internal with( i vec) {
[0,0]→[0,n-1]
: A[i vec]
[1,0]→[m-2,0]
: A[i vec]
[1,1]→[m-2,n-2] : A[i vec-[1,0]] + A[[1,0]+i vec]
+ A[i vec-[0,1]] + A[[0,1]+i vec]
[1,n-1]→[m-2,n-1] : A[i vec]
[m-1,0]→[m-1,n-1] : A[i vec]
}
return(result);
}

.

5

Implementing With-Loop-Folding

After a formal description of with-loop-folding in Section 3 and a case study of
its applicability in the context of Apl-like operations in the last section a few
implementation issues have to be discussed. Since this is work in progress only
two questions will be addressed here:
– Which impact does with-loop-folding have on the runtime performance of
compiled Sac programs?
– How can with-loop-folding be implemented as a (statical) compiler optimization?
The general problem concerning runtimes is that we have performance gains
due to the elimination of ”temporary arrays” on one side, and potential performance losses due to the loss of sharing of the computations for individual
elements of these arrays on the other side. Therefore, an exact prediction of
the runtime impact of with-loop-folding would require a cost analysis for all
operations involved, which in case of element computations that depend on the
evaluation of conditionals is not statically decidable.
To guarantee speedups, as a first conservative approach, we restrict withloop-folding to situations where it can be guaranteed that no sharing is lost at
all. A simple criterion which is sufficient to exclude a loss of sharing is to demand
that the ”temporary arrays” may only be referenced once within the body of the
second with-loop, and that the index vector projection used for the selection of
elements of the ”temporary array” (I op from Fig.4) is surjective. Despite being
quite restrictive these two conditions are met for the relaxation example from
the last section. However, practical experiences from the application of withloop-folding to real world examples will have to show whether this restriction is
acceptable, or more elaborate criteria have to be developed.

The implementation of with-loop-folding as part of the compilation process
imposes other restrictions on its applicability. The central problem in this context
is that the index vector sets involved have to be known statically. Although
this for the general case is not possible, in most situations it nevertheless can
be done. The reason for this situation is that most generator parts of withloops are specified relative to the shape of their argument arrays. Since the
type inference system of Sac infers the exact shapes of all argument arrays,
most of these index vector sets can be computed statically by simply applying
constant folding. But infering the index vector sets of the initial with-loops does
not suffice to do with-loop-folding statically. Another important prerequisite is
to be able to compute intersections of such index vector sets as well as their
projection by index vector mapping functions (I op from Fig.4). Therefore, the
projection functions have to be restricted to a set of functions which are ”simple
enough” to render these computations possible.
As a conservative approach we restrict these projection functions to linear
projections, i.e., we allow element-wise multiplications and element-wise additions with n-ary vectors. For this restriction we can easily define a simple notation for index vector sets which is closed under intersection building and linear
projection:
Let l = [l1 , . . . , ln ], u = [u1 , . . . , un ], and s = [s1 , . . . , sn ] denote vectors of
s
length n ∈ N. Then l → u defines the set of Index vectors
{[i1 , . . . , in ] | ∀j∈{1,...,n} : (lj ≤ ij ≤ uj ∧ ∃kj ∈ N0 : ij = lj + kj sj )}

.

With this notation of index vector sets, intersections can be computed as follows:
sA
sB
Let A = lA →
uA and B = lB →
uB denote two index vector sets of index vectors
of length n ∈ N. Then we have

l = lA + x ∗ sA = lB + y ∗ sB


 lcd(sA ,sB )
l
→
min(uA , uB ) iff ∃x,y∈ Nn0 : ∧ (max(lA , lB ) ≤ l)
A∩B =
∧ (l < max(lA , lB ) + lcd(sA , sB ))



∅
otherwise
where lcd(a, b) denotes the element-wise least common denominator of the n-ary
vectors a and b, and max, and min denote the element-wise maxima and minima
respectively.
Furthermore, linear projections of such index vector sets can directly be
expressed by other index vector sets of this kind, i.e., with m = [m1 , . . . , mn ]
denoting a vector of n integers we have
s

(m∗s)

m ∗ (l → u) = (m ∗ l) → (m ∗ u)
and

s

s

(l → u) + m = (l + m) → (u + m)
where * and + are understood as element-wise extensions of multiplication and
summation for sets and vectors.

Similar to the restrictions imposed in order to guarantee runtime improvements empiric tests on real world examples will have to show whether these
restrictions are appropriate or more complex projection functions have to be
included.

6

Related Work

Although with-loop-folding is tailor-made for the with-loops provided by Sac
and makes use of the particular properties of that language construct, some
relations to other compiler optimizations can be observed.
From the functional point of view, it can be considered a special case of deforestation [Wad90,Chi94,Gil96]. Both optimizations, with-loop-folding and the
deforestation approach, aim at the elimination of intermediate data structures
that are used only once. The basic idea of deforestation is to identify nestings
of functions that recursively consume data structures with other functions that
recursively produce these structures. Once such a nesting can be identified, the
two recursions can be fused into a single one that directly computes the result
of the consuming function.
Considering the basic case of with-loop-folding, where both with-loops apply a uniform operation to all array elements the first with-loop corresponds
to a producing function whereas the second with-loop corresponds to a consuming function. For this case the only difference between the two optimizations
is that with-loops operate on a single data structure whose size is statically
known whereas deforestation deals with a recursive nesting of data structures of
unknown depth.
Turning to the general case of with-loop-folding, the situation becomes more
difficult since it allows the with-loops to apply different operations on disjoint
sets of index vectors. In fact, such with-loops represent several different functions each of which computes a part of the elements of the resulting array,
namely those that are characterized by a single set of index vectors. In order
to be able to apply deforestation, a one-to-one correspondence between the producing and consuming functions is needed, i.e., the index vector sets have to
be split up accordingly, which is exactly what with-loop-folding does. For the
deforestation approach these particular situations cannot be detected as easily
since that approach applies to the more general case where neither the complete
data structure nor the producing and consuming functions are known explicitly
as for with-loops in Sac.
Besides the relationship to deforestation, with-loop-folding can also be seen
as a special combination of loop fusion, loop splitting and forward substitution,
all of which are well-known optimization techniques in the community of highperformance computing (for surveys see [BGS94,PW86,Wol95,ZC91]). Although
it is possible to draw the connection between these optimizations and withloop-folding in the same manner as done for the deforestation approach, again
the traditional optimization techniques suffer from their generality. In contrast,
with-loop-folding can utilize several properties which for with-loops per defi-

nition hold, but for other loop constructs are often undecidable: There are no
dependencies between the computations for different elements of the same array,
and there is no other effect of these loops but the creation of a single array; any
temporary variable used within the ”loop body” cannot be referenced anywhere
else.

7

Conclusions

Sac is specifically designed for the compilation of high-level array operations
into efficiently executable code. One of the major design principles of Sac is
to support the specification of shape-invariant array operations. As a consequence, the programmer can stepwise abstract high-level array operations from
primitive array operations by the definition of Sac functions. This includes the
definition of functions, which are similar to the array operations available in Apl
or other languages that focus on the manipulation of arrays (e.g. Nesl[Ble94], or
Nial[JJ93]). The basic language construct for the definition of such functions is
the with-loop, a special loop construct for element-wise specifications of array
manipulations.
This paper introduces a new compiler optimization, called with-loop-folding,
for the transformation of two consecutive with-loops into a single one. As an
extended example, a simplified version of Jacobi relaxation, specified by means
of high-level array operations similar to those available in Apl, is examined. It
is shown that with-loop-folding in combination with standard optimizations,
e.g. function inlining, constant folding, etc., allows the relaxation algorithm to
be folded into a single loop construct that directly implements one relaxation
step. A runtime comparison shows that this loop compiles to code which executes
about 5 times faster than code which is compiled directly from the initial nesting
of Apl-constructs.
From a theoretical point of view, any nesting of primitive array operations
can be folded into a single loop which defines the nested array operation as
an element-wise direct computation of the resulting array from the argument
array(s). As a consequence, the code compiled from an array operation becomes
invariant against the number and kind of temporary arrays specified, i.e., the
programmer is liberated from low level concerns.
However, with respect to the implementation of with-loop-folding, a couple
of questions have not been addressed yet: Since the Sac compiler heavily specializes the source programs in order to be able to infer the exact shapes of all
arrays statically, for real world examples, it may be necessary to apply withloop-folding very often. Due to the complexity of the optimization this may lead
to large compiler runtimes. Therefore, a sophisticated scheme for the execution
order of with-loop-folding and standard optimizations may be required.
Another problem not yet addressed is the influence of caches on the relationship between with-loop-folding and the runtime behavior of compiled Sac
programs. A trivial example for such a situation is a multiple access to the
elements of an array in column major order. Since the arrays are stored row

major order, such accesses lead to bad cache behavior. This can be improved
significantly by the explicit creation of a transposed array. To avoid slowdowns
due to such problems, rules have to be established that determine which folding
operations are favorable and which are unfavorable. For a more general solution, the development of other transformation schemes may be needed which
analyze the array access schemes and after the application of with-loop-folding
(re-)introduce temporary arrays whenever appropriate.
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